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Multiplying Mustang Count Burdens 
Horse Surplus As Adoptions Struggle 

Percentage-wise, wild 
horses don't comprise much 
of the total equine count. 

However, the numbers 
are continuing to expand, 
and they are costing the 
American taxpayer with 
that growth. 

As - the overall equine 
population has been bur
dened with unwanted hors
es, and problems have aris
en in what to do with them, 
the wild horse inventory is 
an added thorn to those who 
have developed extensive 
breeding programs. 

In reality, the wild horse 
issue has always been a 
controversial concern, and 
it continues to be such. 
There are distinct, some
times radical, op1mons 
from every aspect of the 
subject. 

"Spanish explorers and 
missionaries brought the 

first modern horses and 
burTos to the New World in 
the 16th century," according 
to Ray Field of the Wild 
Horse Foundation at 
Franklin, Texas. 

"Today's North Ameri
can free-roaming horses 
and burros are descendants 
of those domestic animals 
and of later animals that es
caped, or were released, 
from captivity," Field con
tinued. 

They are therefore tech~ 
nically described as feral, 
meaning they descended 
from domestic animals, but 
are no longer under human 
control. However, the tenn 
"wild" has become general
ly accepted in nonscientific 
use. 

Free~roaming horses of 
Spanish ancestry are also 
referred to as mustangs, a 
term that came into use 'in 

the early 1800s. It is Ameri
canized slang for the Span
ish word "mesteno," mean
ing stranger. 

"The Bureau of Land 
Management (BLMJ, head
quartered in Washington, 
DC, protects, manages and 
controls wild horses and 
burros under the authoritY 

Continued on page 9 

Three long-term holding pastures in the Flint Hills near Grenola and Teterville in Elk 
and Greenwood counties, respectively, are home to 6,570 wild horses in the Bureau 
Df Land Management Wild Horse and Burro Program. There are 2,260 mares in one 
pasture, 2,332 in a second pasture and 1,978 geldings in a third pasture. Average 
taxpayer's cost of long-term holding is $1.30 a day per wild horse. 
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of the Wild Free-Roaming 
Horses and Burros Act of 
1971 to ensure that healthy 
herds thrive on healthy 
rangelands," emphasized 
Sally Spencer, public rela
tions manager for the BLM 
Wild Horse and Burro Pro
gram. 

There are more than 
31,000 wild horses and bur
ros roaming on BLM-man
aged rangelands in 10 West~ 
ern states, Spencer indicat~ 
ed. States are Arizona, Cali
fornia, Colorado, Idaho, 
Montana, Nevada, New 
Mexico, Oregon, Utah and 
Wyoming. 

Charts indicate 53.4 mil
lion acres of government 
owned or managed land are 
available for wild horse and 
burro grazing in about 500 -
locations. "This includes 
those where the herds are 
managed, and areas where 
horses were found in 1971 
but are not managed due to 
lack of water sources and 
vegetation," Spencer in~ 

formed. 
Largest herd is in Neva~ 

da, with 12,995 animals at 
the last count, end of fiscal 
2007. New Mexico has 89 
wild horses. 

"In fiscal year 2007, the 
ELM spent $38.8 million on 
its wild horse and burro 
program," stated Spencer. 

Wild horses and burros 
have virtually no natural 

predators, and their herd prisons which have wild 
numbers can double about horse training programs. 
every four years. ''As a re- The Hutchinson Correction
suit, ELM must remove al Facility can handle 300 
thousands of animals from horses, with 35 horses 
the range each year to con- trained and adopted out an
trol herd sizes," Spencer ex~ nually, related Bob Mit~ 

plained. chell, prison training coer-
Current inventory ex- dinator. 

ceeds by 3,500 head the Ten long-term holding 
number that BLM has deter- pastures have 21,646 wild 
mined can exist in bal~nce horses. "In the Flint Hills, 
with other public rangeland near TeterviHe and Greno
resources and uses. la, there are three pastures 

"The BLM removed 7,726 with a total population of 
wild horses and burros from 6,570 head," said Lili Thoro
the range in 2007," calculat- as, BLM long-term holding
ed Spencer. "There· were coordinator. Average cost of 
4,772 animals placed into long-term holding is $1.30 a 
private care through adop~ day per horse. 
tion, with the remainder "Cost for holding wild 
going into government facil- horses and burros in short
ities." and long-term facilities last 

Since 1971, the BLM has year was $21.9 million, more 
adopted out more than than half of what BLM spent 
219,750 horses and burros, it on its total wild horse and 
was cited. burro program in 2007," 

"Off the range, there are Spencer added. 
more than 31,000 wild hors- Quality and abilities of 
es and burros that are fed wild horses add to contra
and cared for at short-term versies of the inventories 
corrals and long-term pas- and costs. "Studies show 
ture holding facilities," that wild horses are not in
Spencer clarified. All of bred," critiqued Toni 
these wild horses and bur- Strauss, former South Dako
ros are also protected by ta Wild Horse and Burro 
BLM. adoption coordinator. 

Twenty~five short~term ."Mares do not mate with the 
holding facilities are in op- same stallion all their lives, 
eration with government and young fillies are run off 
cost of $5.50 per horse each by the herd stallion to find a 
day. Among thes~---~~~~~ew stallion for mating." 

Colts are driven off by 
the stallion to form bache
lor bands until they are old 
enough to compete for 
mares. "It makes sense that 
intelligence is beneficial 
for survival in the wild, 
therefore natural selection 
would weed out 'dumb' ani
mals," Strauss insisted. 

Spencer asserted, "On 
the range, no domestic stal
lions are released with free
roaming· herds. Generally, 
the sex ratio in free~roam
ing herds is about 50 per
c~nt males and 50 percent 
females. 

"Genetic diversity stud
ies based on hair and blood 
samples indicate that our 
herds are not inbred. Good 
genetic diversity exists in 
all but a few herds. We .have 
released wild horses from 
other herds in certain areas 
to increase genetic diversi~ 
ty," advised Spencer. 

"No stallions are allowed 
to be with mares after they 
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are captured and plac~d in 
.holding facilities where 
they are available for sale 
and adoption. Most stallions 
are gelded," Spencer con
firmed. 

Wild horses come in all 
different shapes, colors and 
sizes. "The 'look' of horses 
in a particular herd de
pends on the breeds that es
tablished there, as well as 
environmental factors," 
Strauss analyzed. "When 
forage is scarce, such as 
southern Nevada, the hors
es are smaller. Where for~ 
age is more abundant, the 
horses are larger." 

Although time is re
quired to get wild horses 
used to confinement and 
human handling, they gen
erally make excellent 
mounts. "Mustangs can be 
gentled by abating the 
horse's fears and creating 
trust through least resist
ance training methods," 
claimed Strauss. "Once trust 

is established, the horse 
will recognize the adopter 
as his new leader and in
stinctively follow. Training 
will become easy." 

With the wild horse pop
ulation far exceeding graz~ 
ing land availability and 
adoptions, the Mustang Her~ . 
itage Foundation (MHF) 
was formed in 2003, shared 
Patti Colbert, director of 
the Bertram, Texas group. 

A BLM grant and funding 
from the Nevada Wild 
Horse Commission were 
used to start the public, 
charitable, nonprofit or
ganization dedicated to fa
cilitating successful adop
tions for America's eXcess 
mustangs and burros. With 
four staff members, the 
MHF is supported entire~ 
ly by grants and contribu
tions. 

"Our sole mission is to 
help promote the Bureau of 

Continued on p(l{}e 10 
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For the Love of Horses ... continued 
Continued from page 9 

Land Management's Wild 
Horse and Burro Program, 
and increase the number of 
successful adoptions," Col
bert declared. 

Among the programs ini
tiated by MHF is the Ex
treme Mustang Makeover, 
matching 100 trainers with 
100 wild horses for 100 days. 
"Recently, more than 8,000 
spectators witnessed the fi
nals competition at Madi
son, Wis., in the first of 
three Mustang Challenge 
events to be staged this 
year," reported Colbert. 

"We must show Ameri
cans that wild horses can 
become riding and family 
horses; yet have all the his
tory, too, with the proper 
handling and management," 
she remarked. 

Admitting the objectives 
are difficult and compound
ed by a depressed equine 
industry, Colbert noted, 
"Our goal of successfully 
completing 1,000 wild horse 
adoptions this year would 
be a 25 percent increase. If 
we can do that, we will be 
making an impact." 

Dr. Tom Lenz of Fort 
Dodge Animal Health, a 
supporter of the MHF, at
tended the first Mustang 
Challenge and was im
pressed with its success. 
"While there are differ
ences in the horses, they 
are high-quality and well
trained. I would be happy to 
own them," he qualified. 

Another nonprofit organ
ization, the Wild Horse 
Foundation has a "mission 
to prevent the American 
Mustang from suffering 
abuse, neglect and slaugh
ter," Field pointed out. 

"We are dedicated to 
helping preserve and pro
mote the wild horse and 
adoption program through 
BLM in Nevada by offering 
and sponsoring. mentor as
sistance training and edu
cation programs to the pub
lic about the uniqueness of 
the wild horse. 

"Networking is utilized 
with trainers and clinicians 
all over the United States to 
ensure education and safety 
with natural horsemanship 
techniques," stressed Field. 
"We will act on any situation 
where equines are endan
gered or at risk, and give 
shelter Where none has ex
isted." 

Strictly funded by dona
tions and adoption fees, the 

Wild Horse Foundation was 
formed in 1996 by Field and 
his wife, and is operated on 
their ranch with only their 
labor and that of volunteer 
assistants. 

"We've had 5,500 wild 
horses go through the pro
gram including adoptions, 
training or assistance since 
we started. There were 1,503 
wild horses through here 
one year," Field tallied. 

Strauss recognized, "Ex
panding wild horse num
bers are a true challenge to 
the government. It has be
come a hot political issue, 
but expanding adoptions is 
real important." 

Field evaluated: "The 
wild horse program is fleec
ing the American public. If 
actually put under a budget 
review for expenses like h 
normal company, it would 
fail the test for squandering 
the American dollar. 

"The BLM needs to work 
more and harder with pri-

vate horse groups on adop
tions," Field indicated. 

Specifically questioned 
about how the "very expen
sive government-funded 
wild horse program can be 
justified," Spencer con
clusively responded, "It's 
the law. The BLM man
ages, protects and controls 
wild horses and burros 
under the authority of 
the 1971 Wild Free-Roam-

ing Horses and Burros Act." 
Dr. Lenz summarized, 

''There is a problem on two 
fronts. They are the contin
ued population increase 
seen in the wild, and the 
difficulties in placing the 
horses after they've been 
captured and put in the 
adoption pipeline. 

"The Extreme Mustang 
Makeover is helping on the 
adoption end, but they need 

to increase funding to find a 
birth control solution that 
would dramatically de
crease the birth rate in wild 
horses and burros," con
cluded Lenz. 

In the future, For The 
Love Of Horses will individu
ally feature the F1int Hills 
[ong-terrn grazing program, 
the Hutchinson Correctional 
Facility training course and 
the Wild Horse Foundation. 
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For the Love of Horses ... continued 
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Land Management's Wild 
Horse and Burro Program, 
and increase the number of 
successful adoptions," Col
bert declared. 

Among the programs ini
tiated by MHF is the Ex
treme Mustang Makeover, 
matching 100 trainers with 
100 wild horses for 100 days. 
"Recently, more than 8,000 
spectators witnessed the fi
nals competition at Madi
son, Wis., in the first of 
three Mustang Challenge 
events to be staged this 
year," reported Colbert. 

"We must show Ameri
cans that wild horses can 
become riding and family 
horses; yet have all the his
tory, too, with the proper 
handling and management," 
she remarked. 

Admitting the objectives 
are difficult and compound
ed by a depressed equine 
industry, Colbert noted, 
"Our goal of successfully 
completing 1,000 wild horse 
adoptions this year would 
be a 25 percent increase. If 
we can do that, we will be 
making an impact." 

Dr. Tom Lenz of Fort 
Dodge Animal Health, a 
supporter of the MHF, at
tended the first Mustang 
Challenge and was im
pressed with its success. 
"While there are differ
ences in the horses, they 
are high-quality and well
trained. I would be happy to 
own them," he qualified. 

Another nonprofit organ
ization, the Wild Horse 
Foundation has a "mission 
to prevent the American 
Mustang from suffering 
abuse, neglect and slaugh
ter," Field pointed out. 

"We are dedicated to 
helping preserve and pro
mote the wild horse and 
adoption program through 
BLM in Nevada by offering 
and sponsoring. mentor as
sistance training and edu
cation programs to the pub
lic about the uniqueness of 
the wild horse. 

"Networking is utilized 
with trainers and clinicians 
all over the United States to 
ensure education and safety 
with natural horsemanship 
techniques," stressed Field. 
''We will act on any situation 
where equines are endan
gered or at risk, and give 
shelter where none has ex
isted.'' 

Strictly funded by dona
tions and adoption fees, the 

Wild Horse Foundation was 
formed in 1996 by Field and 
his wife, and is operated on 
their ranch with only their 
labor and that of volunteer 
assistants. 

"We've had 5,500 wild 
horses go through the pro
gram including adoptions, 
training or assistance since 
we started. There were :J.-,503 
wild horses through here 
one year," Field tallied. 

Strauss recognized, "Ex
panding wild horse num
bers are a true challenge to 
the government. It has be
come a hot political issue, 
but expanding adoptions is 
real important." 

Field evaluated: "The 
wild horse program is fleec
ing the American public. If 
actually put under a budget 
review for expenses like h 
normal company, it would 
fail the test for squandering 
the American dollar. 

"The BLM needs to work 
more and harder with pri-

vate horse groups on adop
tions," Field indicated. 

. Specifically questioned 
about how the "very expen
sive government-funded 
wild horse program can be 
justified," Spencer con
clusively responded, "It's 
the law. The BLM man
ages, protects and controls 
wild horses and burros 
under t4e authority of 
the 1971 Wlld Free-Roam-

ing Horses and Burros Act." 
Dr. Lenz summarized, 

"There is a problem on two 
fronts. They are the contin
ued population increase 
seen in the wild, and the 
difficulties in placing the 
horses after they've been 
captured and put in the 
adoption pipeline. 

"The Extreme Mustang 
Makeover is helping on the 
adoption end, but they need 

to increase funding to find a 
birth control solution that 
would dramatically de
crease the birth rate in wild 
horses and burros," con
cluded Lenz. 

In the future, For The 
Love Of Horses will individu
ally feature the Flint Hills 
long-term grazing program_. 
the Hutchinson Correctional 
Facility training course and 
the WUd Horse Foundation. 



Multiplying Mustang Count Burdens Horse Surplus As Adoptions Struggle 

Percentage-wise, wild horses don't comprise much of the total equine count. 
However, the numbers are continuing to expand, and they are costing the American taxpayer with that 

growth. 
As the overall equine population has been burdened with unwanted horses, and problems have arisen in 

what to do with them, the wild horse inventory is an added thorn to those who have developed extensive breed
ing programs. 

In reality, the wild horse issue has always been a controversial concern, and it continues to be such. There 
are distinct, sornetirnes radical, opinions frorn every aspect of the subject. 

"Spanish explorers and missionaries brought the first modern horses and burros to the New World in the 
16th century," according to Ray Field of the Wild Horse Foundation at Franklin, Texas. 

"Today's North American free-roaming horses and burros are descendants of those domestic animals and 
of later animals that escaped, or were released, frorn captivity," Field continued. 

They are therefore technically described as feral, meaning they descended from domestic animals, but are 
no longer under human control. However, the term "wild" has become generally accepted in nonscientific use. 

Free-roaming horses of Spanish ancestry are also referred to as mustangs, a term that came into use in the 
early 1800s. It is Americanized slang for the Spanish word "mesteno," meaning stranger. 

"The Bureau of Land Management (BLM), headquartered in Washington, DC, protects, manages and con
trols wild horses and burros under the authority of the Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act of 1971 to 
ensure that healthy herds thrive on healthy rangelands," emphasized Sally Spencer, public relations manager 
for the BLM Wild Horse and Burro Program. 

There are more than 31,000 wild horses and burros roaming on BLM-managed rangelands in 10 Western 
states, Spencer indicated. States are Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, 
Oregon, Utah and Wyorning. 

Charts indicate 53.4 million acres of government owned or rnanaged land are available for wild horse and 
burro grazing in about 500 locations. "This includes those where the herds are rnanaged, and areas where 
horses were found in 1971 but are not managed due to lack of water sources and vegetation," Spencer 
informed. 

Largest herd is in Nevada, with 12,995 animals at the last count, end of fiscal2007. New Mexico has 89 wild 
horses. 

"In fiscal year 2007, the BLM spent $38.8 million on its wild horse and burro prograrn," stated Spencer. 
Wild horses and burros have virtually no natural predators, and their herd numbers can double about every 

four years. "As a result, BLM must remove thousands of animals from the range each year to control herd 
sizes," Spencer explained. 

Current inventory exceeds by 3,500 head the number that BLM has determined can exist in balance with 
other public rangeland resources and uses. 

"The BLM removed 7,726 wild horses and burros from the range in 2007," calculated Spencer. "There were 
4,772 animals placed into private care through adoption, with the remainder going into government facilities." 

Since 1971, the BLM has adopted out more than 219,750 horses and burros, it was cited. 
"Off the range, there are more than 31,000 wild horses and burros that are fed and cared for at short-term 

corrals and long-term pasture holding facilities," Spencer clarified. All of these wild horses and burros are also 
protected by BLM. 

Twenty-five short-term holding facilities are in operation with government cost of $5.50 per horse each day. 
Among these are six prisons which have wild horse training programs. The Hutchinson Correctional Facility 
can handle 300 horses, with 35 horses trained and adopted out annually, related Bob Mitchell, prison training 
coordinator. 

Ten long-term holding pastures have 21,646 wild horses. "In the Flint Hills, near Teterville and Grenola, there 
are three pastures with a total population of 6,570 head," said Lili Thomas, BLM long-term holding coordina
tor. Average cost of long-term holding is $1.30 a day per horse. 

"Cost for holding wild horses and burros in short- and long-term facilities last year was $21.9 million, more 
than half of what BLM spent on its total wild horse and burro program in 2007," Spencer added. 

Quality and abilities of wild horses add to controversies of the inventories and costs. "Studies show that wild 
horses are not inbred," critiqued Toni Strauss, former South Dakota Wild Horse and Burro adoption coordina
tor. "Mares do not mate with the same stallion all their lives, and young fillies are run off by the herd stallion to 
find a new stallion for rnating." 

Colts are driven off by the stallion to form bachelor bands until they are old enough to compete for mares. 
"It makes sense that intelligence is beneficial for survival in the wild, therefore natural selection would weed 
out 'dumb' animals," Strauss insisted. 



Spencer asserted, "On the range, no domestic stallions are released with free-roaming herds. Generally, the 
sex ratio in free-roaming herds is about 50 percent males and 50 percent females. 

"Genetic diversity studies based on hair and blood samples indicate that our herds are not inbred. Good 
genetic diversity exists in all but a few herds. We have released wild horses from other herds in certain areas 
to increase genetic diversity," advised Spencer. 

"No stallions are allowed to be with mares after they are captured and placed in holding facilities where they 
are available for sale and adoption. Most stallions are gelded," Spencer confirmed. 

Wild horses come in all different shapes, colors and sizes. "The 'look' of horses in a particular herd depends 
on the breeds that established there, as well as environmental factors," Strauss analyzed. "When forage is 
scarce, such as southern Nevada, the horses are smaller. Where forage is more abundant, the horses are larg
er.~~ 

Although time is required to get wild horses used to confinement and human handling, they generally make 
excellent mounts. "Mustangs can be gentled by abating the horse's fears and creating trust through least 
resistance training methods," claimed Strauss. "Once trust is established, the horse will recognize the adopter 
as his new leader and instinctively follow. Training will become easy." 

With the wild horse population far exceeding grazing land availability and adoptions, the Mustang Heritage 
Foundation (MHF) was formed in 2003, shared Patti Colbert, director of the Bertram, Texas group. 

A BLM grant and funding from the Nevada Wild Horse Commission were used to start the public, charita
ble, nonprofit organization dedicated to facilitating successful adoptions for America's excess mustangs and 
burros. With four staff members, the MHF is supported entirely by grants and contributions. 

"Our sole mission is to help promote the Bureau of Land Management's Wild Horse and Burro Program, 
and increase the number of successful adoptions," Colbert declared. 

Among the programs initiated by MHF is the Extreme Mustang Makeover, matching 100 trainers with 100 
wild horses for 100 days. "Recently, more than 8,000 spectators witnessed the finals competition at Madison, 
Wis., in the first of three Mustang Challenge events to be staged this year," reported Colbert. 

"We must show Americans that wild horses can become riding and family horses; yet have all the history, 
too, with the proper handling and management," she remarked. 

Admitting the objectives are difficult and compounded by a depressed equine industry, Colbert noted, "Our 
goal of successfully completing 1 ,000 wild horse adoptions this year would be a 25 percent increase. If we can 
do that, we will be making an impact." 

Dr. Tom Lenz of Fort Dodge Animal Health, a supporter of the MHF, attended the first Mustang Challenge 
and was impressed with its success. "While there are differences in the horses, they are high-quality and well
trained. I would be happy to own them," he qualified. 

Another nonprofit organization, the Wild Horse Foundation has a "mission to prevent the American Mustang 
from suffering abuse, neglect and slaughter," Field pointed out. 

"We are dedicated to helping preserve and promote the wild horse and adoption program through BLM in 
Nevada by offering and sponsoring mentor assistance training and education programs to the public about the 
uniqueness of the wild horse. 

"Networking is utilized with trainers and clinicians all over the United States to ensure education and safe
ty with natural horsemanship techniques," stressed Field. "We will act on any situation where equines are 
endangered or at risk, and give shelter where none has existed." 

Strictly funded by donations and adoption fees, the Wild Horse Foundation was formed in 1996 by Field and 
his wife, and is operated on their ranch with only their labor and that of volunteer assistants. 

"We've had 5,500 wild horses go through the program including adoptions, training or assistance since we 
started. There were 1,503 wild horses through here one year," Field tallied. 

Strauss recognized, "Expanding wild horse numbers are a true challenge to the government. It has become 
a hot political issue, but expanding adoptions is real important." 

Field evaluated: "The wild horse program is fleecing the American public. If actually put under a budget 
review for expenses like a normal company, it would fail the test for squandering the American dollar. 

"The BLM needs to work more and harder with private horse groups on adoptions," Field indicated. 
Specifically questioned about how the "very expensive government-funded wild horse program can be jus

tified," Spencer conclusively responded, "It's the law. The BLM manages, protects and controls wild horses and 
burros under the authority of the 1971 Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act." 

Dr. Lenz summarized, "There is a problem on two fronts. They are the continued population increase seen 
in the wild, and the difficulties in placing the horses after they've been captured and put in the adoption pipeline. 

"The Extreme Mustang Makeover is helping on the adoption end, but they need to increase funding to find 
a birth control solution that would dramatically decrease the birth rate in wild horses and burros," concluded 
Lenz. 

In the future, For The Love Of Horses will individually feature the Flint Hills long-term grazing program, 
the Hutchinson Correctional Facility training course and the Wild Horse Foundation. 



Three long-term holding pastures in the Flint Hills near Grenola and Teter
ville in Elk and Greenwood counties, respectively, are home to 6,570 wild 
horses in the Bureau of Land Management Wild Horse and Burro Program. 
There are 2,260 mares in one pasture, 2,332 in a second pasture and 1 ,978 
geldings in a third pasture. Average taxpayer's cost of long-term holding is 
$1.30 a day per wild horse. 


